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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

May Pop-up Artist Featured at NSYMCA  
in honor of Mother’s Day 

 

Northbrook, IL: May 2023 – The North Suburban YMCA Community Gallery is showcasing the artwork of 
local artist Kim Edgar.   
 
As our May Pop-up artist of the month, Edgar’s creations will be available for show and sale on Sunday, 
May 7th in honor of Mother’s Day.   You may come visit her Pop-up from 10:00 am  – 4:00 pm in the 
NSYMCA lobby.  Every sale will have a portion of the proceeds benefitting the Y’s Visual Arts Program.  
 
“I am a single mother doing what I love most, crafting,” states Edgar ”It was a hobby that has turned into 
so much more and I love making someone's vision come to life.”  Edgar is also known for creating 
personal items or something specific. 
 
You can check out more of Kim Edgar creations by clicking on 
https://kimscrafts316498960.wordpress.com/ 
 
The NSYMCA’s Community Gallery located at 2705 Techny Road in Northbrook celebrates the diversely 
talented artists living and working in Chicago’s northern suburbs with monthly exhibits that are free and 
open to the public. For more information about art at the North Suburban YMCA, contact Cathie Winnie 
at cwinnie@nsymca.org or 847-272-7250. 
About the North Suburban YMCA 
The North Suburban YMCA services Northbrook and 14 surrounding communities with 
programs and tools that help its residents become healthier, more connected, and confident, 
ensuring that everyone, regardless of age, income, or background, has the opportunity to learn, 
grow, and thrive. The NSYMCA NORTH SUBURBAN YMCA 2705 Techny Road Northbrook, IL 
60062 www.nsymca.org focuses on Youth Development, Healthy Living, and Social 
Responsibility and is a charitable organization, inclusive and welcoming to all in our community. 
Learn more at NSYMCA.org. 
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CAPTION: The North Suburban YMCA’s Community Gallery is showcasing Pop-up artisit Kim Edgar on 
Sunday May 7 in honor of Mother’s Day. 

 

 
 
CAPTION: The North Suburban YMCA’s Community Gallery is showcasing the unique creations of Kim 
Edgar 

 
 


